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Bitdefender antivirus free pc

Today's best BitDefender Antivirus for Mac dealsBitdefender has earned a reputable name for malware detection, which it supports with BitDefender Antivirus for Mac. This suite provides high-end system protection and tools to protect against ransomware devices, so you never have to worry about security – your system
is simply clean. On top of that BitDefender passive system scan has such a low impact that you probably don't know it's doing its job in the background. All that adds up to the highest level of security solution and our first choice of the best Mac antivirus software. BitDefender Antivirus for Mac: Cost and what appliesCitore
Monday deals: see all the best deals right now! BitDefender Antivirus for Mac list price starts at $39.99 a year; it's $59.99 a year to cover three Macs. Multi-year subscriptions are available, and the company often offers discounts on initial subscriptions. The program supports Mac running macOS 10.10 yosemite or later,
with at least 1GB of storage available. BitDefender Antivirus for Mac: Antivirus protectionBitdefender Antivirus for Mac keeps Mac free of malware using traditional signature-based detection unpacking Mac-specific file formats and scanning them for malicious content. The program also uses its artificial intelligence system
to apply lessons from Bitdefender's user base to train your software. Bitdefender scans unopspened ZIP files and, like the best antivirus software, also finds PC malware on mac computers to stop it from spreading further. BitDefender performs a system protection scan in the background and offers on-demand scanning.
(The company also makes one of the best Android antivirus apps.) Bitdefender Antivirus for Mac has been the perfect record for macOS machine protection since at least the beginning of 2017. The Mac-malware engine stopped 100% malware with the latest Mac tests conducted by the Austrian AV-Comparatives
independent testing lab in June 2019, as well as the German lab AV-Test in the latest Mac assessments in February and March 2020. Norton got 100% of AV-Test, but was not tested with AV-Comparatives.Bitdefender Antivirus for Mac: Security and privacy featuresbitdefender Antivirus for Mac includes the company's
VPN client software, and users receive up to 200MB VPN data traffic per day on one device. For an extra $40 a year, BitDefender's Premium VPN service gets you unlimited data, and the ability to log on to specific VPN servers around the world. (Image credit: Tom's Guide) You'll also get BitDefender's TrafficLight
browser extension, which vets search results with green light icons for sites that are safe to open, and red and yellow icons for those who are riskier. The extension is free and available online in Chrome, Firefox and Safari. (Image credit: Tom's Guide) BitDefender lets you specify specific folders for its secure ransomware
protection so that rogue apps can not encrypt these folders. These protections also keep your Time Machine backups from being encrypted with ransomware. BitDefender Antivirus for Mac: Performance and system impactBitdefender Antivirus for Mac had a relatively low impact on our test system performance. We rated
this by running our custom Excel VLOOKUP benchmark test, which corresponds to 60,000 names and addresses in the spreadsheet. Our test machine was a 2017 MacBook Air with a 1.8-GHz Intel Core i5 processor and about 54 GB of data stored in a 128 GB SSD. (Image credit: Tom's Guide) With BitDefender
Antivirus for Mac installed on our MacBook, but without active scan running, the VLOOKUP test completed for an average of 3 minutes and 38 seconds, exactly the same time the test was without the antivirus software installed. It's imperceptible passive hit 0%, and the lowest that we found. Other effects of antivirus
products passive system ranged from 5% (Sophos) to less than 1% (Avast, Norton). This is great news for general Mac users: Most of the time, you will never notice that you get antivirus software running. MORE: How to buy Antivirus SoftwareYou should be more likely to notice the slowdown caused by Bitdefender
active scans. During a full system scan, the VLOOKUP test was completed for an average of 4 minutes and 29 seconds, with a performance drop of 23%. It's not as bad as McAfee's 47% drop (the worst among the seven Mac antivirus programs we recently reviewed), but not as good as the Sophos 7% full scan system
hit. (Image credit: Tom's Guide) BitDefender's worst performance score came from a quick scan, where the VLOOKUP test completed in 4 minutes and 53 seconds, hit 34%. That's well above the 10% bump of Sophos and a 16% hit from Norton, but still below Kaspersky's 53%. (Image credit: Tom's Guide) BitDefender's
full-scan completion time, which lasted 4 minutes and 25 seconds for our machine, was shorter at the end, only for Malwarebytes miraculous 16-second scan, taking less time. Sophos 2 hour, 56 minutes was the longest, while Kaspersky (41:20) and Norton (25:49) fell in the middle of the pack. BitDefender Antivirus for
Mac: InterfaceBitdefender Antivirus for Mac makes it easy to see your status and take action with a few clicks. On Start, you can see your status, recommended actions for personal security, and one-click scan access. (Image credit: Tom's Guide) These options are outlined in a pyramid-style format: Preventive steps
receive top billing, scans come forth and other features are the last. The most noticeable change from the previous version of BitDefender Antivirus for Mac is that this year's interface has a bright look, with a white and light gray background, unlike the previous edition of the dark tone. MORE: Best Free AntivirusUnlike
Avast Antivirus for Mac, BitDefender sites Quick Scan and system scan buttons in its main window. And unlike Kaspersky, clicking on these buttons actually starts scans instead of simply sending you to a section for scans. (Image credit: Tom's Guide) On the Protection tab, you'll find additional controls for scanning and
back-printing software, as well as links to set traffic light browser protection. Privacy tab is a simple link to open a BitDefender VPN (which doesn't require much interface). (Image credit: Tom's Guide) In the lower-left corner, you'll see Preferences that include the Lexifs Shield, switching to disable active system scanning,
and the ability to scan new and modified files. By default, there is also a backup scan setting. You can also change the default actions (disinfection and/or quarantine) of infected and suspicious items. BitDefender Antivirus for Mac: Installation and SupportAfter purchasing BitDefender Antivirus for Mac, install it by signing
your online BitDefender Central account by clicking Install Protection and clicking Protect This Device. Then, double-click . PKG file that downloads to your system and follow the on-screen instructions. During this process, you will receive a message that you must grant Bitdefender security access to system preferences.
This is due to recent changes in macOS that require users to accept a high level of access to all utilities that perform system operations. No restart is required, and our installation completed in about 2 minutes in the normal range. After installing, you'll notice a BitDefender VPN icon on the menu bar that you can ignore or
use. To remove it from the menu bar, click the icon, choose Settings, and turn off Open Bitdefender vpn when logging on. I really wish BitDefender wouldn't push its VPN like this. (Image credit: Tom's Guide) To get technical support, you should navigate directly to because it's hard to find a link to technical support in the
app or BitDefender Central. From there, you can click on the email, call, chat or forum options. (Image credit: Tom's Guide) BitDefender provides free technical support to 24/7 paying customers in the US, United States, United States, Australia, Canada, Romania and New Zealand. Support is also available to customers
in Brazil, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands and other regions. BitDefender's excellent malware detection and impermenible system-performance hit make it our top choice. By adding ransomware protection on top, you get a strong candidate for Mac. If the software doesn't push its VPN service so hard, or made its phone
support easier to find, we'll love it even more. Overall, though, BitDefender Antivirus for Mac is the best Mac antivirus program. UPDATED with the latest laboratory test results. This report was originally published on 12 September 2019. BitDefender 2021 is the Romanian company's newest power-packed family of top-of-
the-range antivirus and security suites. This is our all-in-one roundup each BitDefender consumer safety solution 2021. entry-level Bitdefender Antivirus Plus 2021, along with our reviews of the additional features included with the rest of the range: (b) BitDefender Internet Security 2021, and (c) a top-end package for
BitDefender Total Security 2021. that this article is really intended to read all the way through, as antivirus Plus 2021 features are also present in higher level security suites of course. The consumer range starts with BitDefender Antivirus Free Edition, a simple Windows tool that focuses heavily on the main security
fundamentals: antivirus, blocking phishing and other scam sites, and that's about it. BitDefender Antivirus Plus is a first-level commercial product, and as you might guess from the name, it's sleping with useful security and privacy extras: an additional layer of ransomware protection, Wi-Fi security scanning to detect
network problems, banking protection using a secure browser, secure file deletion, vulnerability scanner and password manager. Antivirus Plus also gets you a free version of BitDefender VPN. It's only minimal 200MB of traffic a day, but it could be worse – an unregistered version of Avira's Phantom VPN limits you to
500MB per month. BitDefender VPN gets the most new functionality in the 2021 edition, too. OpenVPN is outside hotspot shield's Slinguly Hydra protocol is, greatly increasing speed; kill switch protects you if VPN drops; there are apps on mobile and desktop, and the service is now unlocking US Netflix. This is a
powerful set of improvements, and means BitDefender VPN can now truly compete with many specialist VPN providers. BitDefender 2021 other improvements can't quite match that, although they're still welcome. Scanning for vulnerabilities fixes more security issues and poorly configured settings that help reduce the
likement of infection; Reporting tools now allow you to monitor the level of protection and security actions on individual devices, as well as to offer a one-sided account view; and have assorted interface and app tweaks (iOS internet protection benefits from performance improvements, for example.) Antivirus Plus Prices
starts at $19.99 per year, one device license ($39.99 for renewal), and there are significant discounts if you expand your subscription. The three-device, one-year license is $29.99 in the first year, such as $59.99 for renewal; A five-device, two-year license is priced at $109.99, and a ten-device, three-year license is
$179.99, or just $6 per device per year. (Image credit: BitDefender) BitDefender Internet Security extends the package with firewalls, spam filters, and parental controls. Webcam protection enables blocking unauthorized access to your webcam, and a microphone monitor lists access to your webcam, and microphone
monitor lists lists applications that access your microphone. One device, a one-year Internet Security license is $29.99 in the first year, $59.99 for renewal, 50% more expensive than BitDefender Antivirus Plus. But again, the price premium falls as you add more devices and years. The three-device, one-year license is
$39.98 in the first year, $79.99 for renewal; a five-device, two-year license is $129.99, and the maximum ten-device, three-year license is only $169.99, or $6.67 per device per year. At the top of the range BitDefender Total Security adds device cleaning and optimization tools, a simple anti-protection system and
introduces programs to cover Mac, Android and iOS devices, as well as Windows - a huge bonus. Total safety prices are not as flexible as the rest of the range (there are only 5 and 10 device options), but it's so good value you're unlikely to care for. Baseline five devices, the one-year license is $44.99, for example $
89.99 for renewal. A ten-device, three-year license is $137.99 for the first term (for example, a good introductory discount is cheaper than Antivirus Plus or Internet Security), $229.99 ($7.67 per device per year) after renewal. Some of these core values may look high, especially if there's no introductory discount, but
they're usually good value in the long run. Kaspersky Anti-Virus costs a low $120 to protect 5 devices in the first three years, for example, but restores $240. BitDefender Antivirus Plus covers the same hardware for $150 from the start (even covering 10 devices costs only $180). If you're not sure, no problem: each
product has a 30-day trial build available. There is no credit card information required, just register with your email address and you can view Bitdefender's capabilities yourself. BitDefender Antivirus Plus 2021 (Image credit: BitDefender)Installing BitDefender Antivirus Plus 2021 is quick, simple and largely automatic. We
indicated we clicked, and after a few minutes convincing BitDefender has successfully installed the message told us it's time to get started. (Image credit: BitDefender) While browsing our system, we found the installer had added BitDefender's Anti-Tracker expansion to Google Chrome, and bitdefender Anti-Tracker and
wallet to Firefox. (Anti-Tracker also works in Internet Explorer and Safari, but there's no support for Opera or Edge. BitDefender equipped our test system with 13 new background processes and Windows services, some filter drivers and assorted other low-level clutter. It's not uncommon for an antivirus, but it can be a
problem if it's a drag on your system speed. The AV-Test Windows Home User Report in August 2020 found no performance issues, rating BitDefender at its best possible 6/6 minimal impact on the speed of various tasks. The AV-Comparatives detail october 2020 Performance Test wasn't quite so gracious, placing
BitDefender in a very medium category 9 of 17. The differences are very small, though, and does not detect serious problems. We ran PCMark Professional Professional review system both before and after installing BitDefender Antivirus Plus 2021 and found that performance decreased by 0.95%. Some products do
fractionally better – Kaspersky Anti-Virus reduced our score by 0.62% – but it's not the difference you'll ever notice real-world usage. Next, we conducted self-defense tests in which we test security apps to see if malicious software can disable them. Actions include attempts to delete or replace files, suspend or close key
processes, stop basic services, remove or edit scheduled tasks, unload filter drivers, and change key settings. However, Bitdefender has always been a very well protected product, and this time it was no different: the package shrugged off our attacks and continued as usual. (Image credit: BitDefender)
InterfaceLaunching Bitdefender Antivirus Plus first fires up a simple tour highlighting the main areas of the interface and explaining what they are doing. Experienced users will probably figure this out on their own, but it's good to have these instructions available to those who need it. BitDefender's well designed
dashboard gives you quick access to the features you will need most often, with Quick Scans and VPN just one click away. (Image credit: BitDefender) The left-hand sidebar arranges Bitdefender's other tools in the protection, privacy and utility areas, and tapping one of these lists for the various features they contain.
Most of them are reasonably named, and if you've ever used another antivirus you'll quickly find your way around, but the tipboards are on hand if you need a hint. If the standard dashboard layout doesn't meet your needs, you can customize it to remove the default features or add new ones. Not interested in VPN,
perhaps? With a click or two you could replace it with links to a full system scan, password manager, disk cleanup module or many other tools. If only everyone was so flexible. In general, BitDefender Antivirus Plus offers a polished and professional interface that provides almost every area. It is easy and convenient to
use for beginners, but also offers the configurability and control that experts need. (Image credit: BitDefender) AntivirusBitdefender Antivirus Plus 2021 supports multiple scanning modes. A quick scan checks the most common infected areas, and system scan scans everything. In addition, file explorer integration allows
you to scan items from explorer's right-click menu, and has a bootable lifeline to help clean up the stubborn threats. Manage Scans allows you to create new scan types to check specific files and folders, and to configure how scans work and set them to run on a schedule or only on demand. It doesn't quite provide
expert-level opportunities that we've seen from vendors like Avast and Avira you can't determine specific file types to check or archive the types you want to handle, for example), but there's more than enough energy here for most people. Sorry , you can't pin custom scan type main dashboard, so it's always at least
three clicks away. BitDefender antivirus settings may not match some types of competition for geek-level configuration, but they're well-valued and focused on the features that you need more. You don't get intimidating and overly technical options to scan the RAR archive to a nested depth of 4, but don't scan TARs, for
example – there's just the usual scanning archive, yes or no? Settings. However, at an unusual touch, you can control whether BitDefender scans incoming and outgoing e-mail messages, only incoming e-mail messages, outgoing, or completely ignores e-mail messages. It can also prove quite useful. The default scan
speeds are decent, with Quick Scans taking about 15-30 seconds on our test computer. Regular scans started in 39 minutes to check our target files (209,000 of them, 50GB in total.) It's a little slow, and like Kaspersky Anti-Virus took 19 minutes 14 seconds to scan the same data. But smart optimization meant
BitDefender's scan time dropped to 27 seconds with the second run (Kaspersky's had 2 minutes 50 seconds), and future scans only check new ones or change files. The scan engine is smart enough to act easily at the same time. For example, if you're using a long full system scan, you can still scan for a recent
download on demand or anything you like. A window appears to display the results of the second scan, but the first scan continues to run in the background. The total amount is a polished set of malware-hunting tools that go beyond the basics, but is still easy to use in not-so-technical ways. Experts might wish there
were a few more fine-tuning options, but overall BitDefender gets the configurability balance right. (Image credit: AV-Comparatives) ProtectionBitdefender is an excellent name for protection, and its products are regularly updated in charts by most large independent testing laboratories. The news is not as positive in
recent reports. AV-Comparatives from July to October 2020 Real-World Protection report posted on BitDefender's unspectacular (albeit reasonable) 7th out of 17. Its 99.6% level of protection is decent, for example, and surpassed the likes of nortonLifeLock (99.5%), ESET (99.3%), Avira (99.3%) and McAfee (98.5%),
while Panda, F-Secure and Trend Micro all blocked 100% test threats. AV-Test Windows 10 Home User Tests in July-August 2020 gave better results though, with BitDefender blocking 100% test threats. No single reviewer can hope to compete with testing laboratories for thoroughness, but we wanted to confirm our
judgement by seeing how Bitdefender Antivirus Plus handled a couple of ransomware threats. (Image credit: BitDefender) The first, a real-world ransomware sample, was eliminated almost immediately, with BitDefender killing the process before it could cause damage. The second was the order simulator of our own. It's
about as simple a malware sample as you could get, get, it's also something BitDefender would never have seen, allowing us to assess how Antivirus Plus performs when presented with brand new threats. We ran our test software, and only part of the second, Bitdefender engine cut and displayed a warning. Not only
had it detected and killed our test process, but Bitdefender Ransomware Prevention technology successfully restored ten files that our software had managed to encrypt. Although it was a great performance, it leaves us with some minor issues. For example, the ransomware reimbursement feature is not turned on by
default. BitDefender Antivirus Plus does force you to enable it, but if you don't pay attention, you could lose at least a handful of files to attack. The package doesn't quarantine our simulator either, despite discovering it is performing ransomware-like operations. We launched it several times, and when I later scanned the
executable file, Bitdefender noted it as a cleancompany told us that the threat is removed only if they are determined by the signature layer. Ours was picked up on a layer of behavior that would kill the offending process, but not try to remove it. Kaspersky Anti-Virus went further, quarantining our test executable to
prevent it from running again, and on balance, which is the approach we would like. But this isn't a big deal, as Bitdefender's gentler approach seems to have no practical impact on system security because although we were able to re-run the same threat, Bitdefender blocked each time. This is a big improvement for
many competitors who either miss the simulator completely or fail to stop it destroying at least some files. We believe that Bitdefender provides very capable and effective ransomware protection. (Image credit: BitDefender) Blocking malicious sites in theBitdefender-capable web protection module monitors your internet
access and blocks malicious and phishing links. The AV-Comparatives Anti-Phishing Certification Test 2020 showed Bitdefender blocking 94% of dangerous ties, putting it second in the field for six. (The rest were Trend Micro, 95%; Avira, 91%; Kaspersky, 90%; AVG and Avast, 86%.) To get some confirmation of this,
we pitted BitDefender against 139 brand new suspected urls (malicious and phishing) provided by independent security testing company MRG Effitas. They were so young – many reported just hours ago – that they didn't all even check in yet, making them a real challenge to block. The results were very positive though,
with BitDefender blocking 73% of our test links. By comparison, Avast Premium Security stopped 55% of the same set of links, while Windows Defender only recognized 30%. Don't distract attention from the low percentage: it's an indicator of how quickly a salesperson responds to new threats, not your overall protection
from dangerous links. The main takeaway point from this test bitdefender was giving us significantly better protection than others against even the latest abuse You reach a legitimate site, BitDefender's Anti-Tracker browse extension aims to detect and block the most intrusive web trackers, then displays the number of
those that they address in the band icons. We pointed out our browser newspaper site dailymail.co.uk and extension reportedly blocking chunky 35 trackers in two categories: Advertising (29) and Site Analytics (6). (Other categories include Social Media, Customer Interaction and Essential.) To compare Anti-Tracker
capabilities with ad-blocking competition, we reviewed the same site with excellent uBlock Origin activated, and this time Anti-Tracker blocked only five trackers. You can get a lot of the same functionality for free then, but it looks like BitDefender Anti-Tracker does offer some additional privacy benefits. (And of course you
can run Anti-Tracker along with your existing ad-blocker to get the best of all worlds.) (Image credit: BitDefender) Password ManagerWallet is Bitdefender's password manager. Along with regular home login, it is able to store credit card information, wireless network passwords, application logins and license keys, email
server credentials and information, and assorted personal information (name, date of birth, address, email, phone number(s), and more). Wallet is able to create multiple password databases and sync them across all devices equipped with BitDefender. BitDefender Antivirus Plus automatically installed wallet extension for
Internet Explorer and Firefox, and gave us the option to install it in Chrome, but paid no attention to Edge or Opera.We found Wallet was not as easy to use as top competitors like Dashlane: it does not add icons to text fields, does not always capture username and password fields as we entered them , sometimes forms
failed to fill out correctly, and could not automatically submit forms. However, it's just about handling the basics, and it's worth the extra package. Internet banking protectionSafepay is a secure and isolated browser that protects online banking and other transactions from snoopers – or perhaps even malware that is
somehow installed on your own system. Many other security vendors also claim to have a similarly secure browser, but BitDefender goes further than most. Safepay makes a real effort to isolate itself from other processes on your computer, running on a separate desktop and preventing screen grabbers and keyloggers
from recording what you are doing. We tested it by creating a custom keylogger of our own, and using a marketing screen capture tool to take snapshots of our activities every 15 seconds. Safepay worked perfectly, with no recorded keystrokes and plain white screenshots only. Bitdefender has also considered long-term
storage. When the session is closed, Safepay clears all temporary files and leaves no trace of our operation. As well as safe browsing competition, Safepay does not support installing third-party extensions because they you get a lot more privacy problem. But it has a handful of useful built-in extras, including virtual



keyboard as an additional defense again, keyloggers, and pop-up blocker to protect you from internet cheating. Safepay is not just some throwaway extra, then – it's a real highlight of the suite, and using it's most confidential web assignment could go a long way to keep you safe. (Image credit: BitDefender) Additional
features Vulnerability Scan checks the system for missing application updates and critical Windows patches, as well as weak Windows account passwords, a simple Wi-Fi network problem, and now includes more checks for changed and poorly configured system settings. We turned on automatic start, a risky setting that
can automatically run software when you connect a removable drive or media, and vulnerabilities scan warned us and offered to fix the problem. It also spotted some much more confusing options – our system did not restrict access to site management policies in security zones, for example – and, more usefully, spotted
a lack of Java and Firefox updates. It is a basic tool, with some usability issues. There is no Fix all button, so you must choose an action for each individual item. Can't tell the vulnerability in Scan to ignore a specific problem either; even if you're fully satisfied with the unlimited access to site management policy, it's going
to alert you to the problem every time. However, there is value here, especially with checks for missing updates, and overall vulnerability scanning is worth the extra suite. (Image credit: BitDefender) Last but not least, there's a VPN. With a free plan that limits you to just 200MB per day, it's only suitable for the easiest
use, picking up email or making some confidential internet business using public Wi-Fi. But it's easy to use, there are places in reasonable 29 countries, and new support for Hotspot Shield's Slinguly Hydra protocol makes it one of the fastest providers around. It's well worth having, even in its limited way (but check out
our full BitDefender Premium VPN review if you want to go further.) Final verdictIt is a powerful all-round antivirus tool that does a good job of keeping even a brand new, undiscovered threat at bay, and throws some useful extras, too. BitDefender Antivirus Plus 2021 is an absolute must be on your computer's security
list. BitDefender Internet Security 2021 (Image credit: BitDefender) BitDefender Antivirus Plus 2021 has much more functionality than most antivirus apps, but it's still missing some key security suite features. And this is where BitDefender Internet Security 2021 comes in by adding essentials such as firewall, spam filter
and parental controls. The privacy layer protects you from hijacking a webcam by stopping unauthorized app access to your webcam, and the microphone monitor identifies all apps that use As we mentioned at the beginning, BitDefender Internet Security 2021 is reasonably priced and only slightly more expensive than
Antivirus Plus. With regard to the a three-device, one-year Internet Security license costs $10 more per year for one ($40 vs.30), $20 more for renewal ($80 vs$60). You can spend more than a commercial spam filter or parental control package alone. (Image credit: BitDefender) FirewallBitdefender's firewall works
exactly as you might hope by automatically blocking incoming attacks, wisely deciding which apps are safe to allow online, and which apps really, really aren't. Most people can leave the firewall to do their job without ever seeing prompts, or having to tweak one setting. If you're more experienced in network ways, you
can take a lot of low-level controls, drill down to the rule level and tweaking settings for protocols, ports, IP addresses and more. BitDefender exposes this functionality carefully, though, so newbies don't hit with all the gory details immediately. A well-designed interface starts by allowing users to block or allow network
access to individual apps, such as a simple on/off switch. The Rule Editor allows you to set custom local and remote IP addresses, ports, and more, but again you haven't touched all this complexity unless you're going to search for it, and in balance it's relatively easy to use. (Image credit: BitDefender) Spam filterInternet
Security comes with a simple spam filter that would theoretically be automatically added to the tab in our Outlook setup. It did not happen to us, and digging deeper, we found an Outlook warning, reporting that BitDefender Antispam ... caused Outlook to crash. As a result, it was disabled.'By enabling it manually, we
found that the filter has only empty minimum functions, slightly more than the Junk Filter in Outlook (blacklist and white list, There are spam options and no spam options to mark incorrectly identified emails by simply blocking messages with Asian or Cyrillic characters). This lack of control does not seem to affect
functionality, though, with our short tests suggesting the filter blocks more than 90% of junk mail while falsely flagging less than 1% of legitimate emails as spam. It was just a very quick check, but it does show that the BitDefender filter meets the best of the specialist antispam competition. (Image credit: BitDefender)
Parental ControlsBitdefender's Parental Controls feature has a reasonable set of features to monitor and control your child's digital activities. You can block websites by content, restrict the use of apps, block your device from using it at certain times (such as bedtime), or set a daily screen time limit that includes both
mobile and desktop devices. After you create a profile for each child, Bitdefender Central (your account area on the Bitdefender website) enforces your rules for Windows, Mac, Android, and iOS customers. Return to BitDefender Central at any time and you'll find about your child's activity: using your device, apps you're
running, websites you're visiting, your child's latest phone contacts, and more. (Image credit: BitDefender) Web Dashboard displays your location on the map (assuming they use an iOS or Android device), and apps include some other automated features. The geofencation option allows you to mark, for example, an area
as limited, and raises an alarm if your child goes where they really shouldn't. This is a powerful package, especially for the security kit, where usually you're left with the basics only. But while we don't usually pay much attention to app store ratings, Bitdefender Parental Control's scores of 2.1 (Android) and 2.3 (iOS) were
bad enough to catch our eye. We haven't made a final review, and so we can't tell if the result is honest or not, but if you're interested in the app, we recommend you check it carefully. (Image credit: BitDefender) Webcam and microphone protectionA Webcam protection module gives you control which programs can
access your webcam. It has more options than usual, with settings to block access to all but your chosen programs, block browsers only, or disable webcam for everything. We tested it with our custom command line capture tool, and Internet Security correctly stated that it was trying to access the webcam, and blocked it
when requested. (Image credit: BitDefender) The microphone monitor uses a little basic access to raise alerts about apps that access but don't lock the microphone, or set rules to block any future microphone access. It's obviously not as useful as it might be, but it's significantly better than most competitors who usually
don't have microphone-related features at all. We're happy to see it added to the package, and hopefully it'll get features for upcoming releases. BitDefender Total Security 2021 (Image credit: BitDefender) Top-of-the-range Bitdefender Total Security 2021 introduces a well-known set of PC maintenance tools, including
modules, to highlight large files, remove disk hogging junk and optimize the boot process. Total Security's cleanup capabilities are basic, with CCleaner finding a way for more hard drive junk on our test PC (6.4GB vs. 2.78GB.) The kit used to include Startup Optimizer with the ability to enable, disable or delay when
individual programs boot, but it is dropped. Again, you're better off with freeware like CCleaner, where you also gain expert-level control over services, planned tasks and more. (Image credit: BitDefender) The real advantage of upgrading to Bitdefender Total Security 2021 is apps for Android, Mac, and iOS, as well as
desktops. And while the new programs may not match the power of the Windows edition, it is worth it. The Mac app looks like malware and adware and includes Time Machine protection to keep your backups safe from ransomware. Top quality anti-phishing blocks access to malicious links, and the 200 MB daily version
of the bitdefender VPN is discarded. BitDefender Mobile Security for iOS is primarily detect malicious websites, but does it right and that just might save you from the real real As a bonus account, the privacy tool creates a warning if your web accounts are involved in a privacy breach. BitDefender Mobile Security For
Android includes everything you Mac and iOS builds, and adds installation scanning dangerous apps, an app locker to prevent others from accessing your personal data, and a crash remotely finding, blocking or wiping out the missing device. You can get a lot of this functionality elsewhere for free – there's no shortage of
app locker or anti-pati apps, for example – but as we discussed earlier, BitDefender's malicious URL blocks outperforms a lot of competition and could justify installing itself. (Image credit: BitDefender) If you still have doubts, check the prices. The baseline BitDefender Internet Security 2021 license protects up to three
computers for $40 in the first year, $80 for renewal. Upgrading to BitDefender Total Security 2021 protects up to five devices that could be any mix of Windows, Mac, Android or iOS, but only costs from $45 in the first year, $90 for renewal. Covering up to 10 devices still only costs $50 per year for one, $100 for renewal,
and you can save more money by adding years to the license. There may be better deals around, depending on the features you need. Avira Prime is a little more expensive than $100 a year to protect five devices, for example, and there's no introductory discount. But it also gives you unlimited access to Avira's
Phantom VPN on all your devices, a very valuable extra. If you're looking for only antivirus and security though, BitDefender Total Security 2021 is an impressive package that is built with valuable features and functionality. If you are looking for a new whole platform for antivirus, it is necessary to see. BitDefender
Antivirus Free Edition (Image credit: BitDefender) BitDefender security range is quite priced, and relatively inexpensive if you cover a lot of devices, but if you still can't afford it, no problem: there's always BitDefender Free.Unsursingly, it's a very basic product. The most important issue is you don't get multiple layers of
anti-ransomware protection (although the main engine is still detecting and blocking most threats), but it's also missing most of the extras you get bitdefender Antivirus Plus. No password manager, no Safepay secure browser, no VPN (not even a limited version), no secure file system to prevent unauthorized file changes,
no vulnerability scanner, no secure file deletion, no Wi-Fi Security Advisor, no anti-tracker browsing protection, not even support. BitDefender Free does include key essentials, though – the main antivirus engine, and URL filtering to block malicious websites – and they are not crippled in any big way (meaning that there
is no catch like the app has no scan downloads) to try and convince you to improve. This is not some limited demo package; it is a real antivirus that you can practically use in the long run. (Image credit: BitDefender) starting bitdefender antivirus installation The edition is quick and simple. There are barely any
performances or questions, and after we had transferred our email address to create a Bitdefender account, the installation process was complete and we were ready to go. BitDefender Free interface is almost as simple as an antivirus can possibly be. There is a system scan button to check your entire computer, a box
where you can drag and drop all files or folders for quick security scanning, and a button with various protection-related options and tweaks. It's a pity that there is no quick scan option that checks the most likely infection points in a minute or two, as seen with BitDefender for other apps. However, on-demand scanning
isn't very important, because Bitdefender should take malware as soon as it reaches your PC. BitDefender Free is undoubtedly easy to use, and for the most part you can leave it to run in the background, watching over your computer, and increasing alerts if something questionable happens. ProtectionBitdefender
Antivirus Free Edition may be short on features, but it gives you the same main antivirus engine as the marketing package, and we found that it was just as effective for detecting and blocking malware and dangerous URLs. One exception was its performance with our own custom ransomware. BitDefender Antivirus Plus
detected and blocked this from its behavior alone; BitDefender Antivirus Free was not smart enough to do this, and our ransomware simulator was able to encrypt thousands of files. This suggests that while the free edition will block some ransomware, it may not be as effective as protecting you from brand new threats.
Although it is not ideal, independent testing from AV-Comparatives, AV-Test and other shows bitdefender providing very stable and reliable protection for free antivirus. The AV-Comparatives July-October 2020 Real-World Defensive Test found Bitdefender delivered a mid-range 99.6% protection, such as behind Panda
(100%), but the overall equivalent of Avast (99.7%, but more false positives) and well ahead of Avira (99.3%.) In addition, BitDefender is significantly better at blocking malicious URLs than many of the competition, which can help you avoid infection from the latest ransomware (and other threats) in the first place. Put it
all together and BitDefender Antivirus Free Edition is a capable antivirus offering that is good enough to beat some commercial competition. But it doesn't match the protection of paid versions, and if possible, we recommend that you upgrade to one of them. Want to compare BitDefender with your rivals? Check out our
best antivirus guide
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